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The time evolution of the fh.~orescence from a naphthalcne “guest” .md n betameth~ln~phthaicnc ‘kensor” in .J CtoDs 
“host” aas mezwmxi at I.8 and 4.1 K. X rigorous hetcrogmeous kinetic model is used to tit the dam. based on quasi- 
coherent elciton motion. giving a mean-tree-path of 2 10’ Iatrxcu spxings for pure nsphthzkne. 

hlolecular exciton coherence is of much interest 
[I--5], but the interpretation of experimental meas- 
urements is somewhat uncertain [6]_ We demonstrated 
that fluorescence measurements on ternary crystals 
(host, guest and sensor) can contribute to this problem 
[71. These cw measurements have shown that the 
lowest singlet exciton of naphthaIene is “quasi- 
coherent” at 2 K, that is, its mean free path is one or 
more orders of magnitude above one lattice spacing. 
We report here time-resolved measurements. which 
offer more direct. reliable and precise information. In 
addition, they 1 ield quantitative results on the peren- 
nial problem of trapping efficiency (sensor cross 
section) and also enable us to formulaEe ;? simpIe, rigo- 
rous and satisfactory model of e-x&on migration in 
both pure and isotopic mixed crystals. At the same 
time, this is dn example for a newly developed rigorous 
approach to heterogeneous kinetics, based on a hlonte 
Carlo method. We are able to circumvent :he problems 
due to the effects of defects and impurities in re4 
(neat) crystals. by essentially “saturatin$’ this effect- 
This saturation is achieved through an introduction 
into the sample of large, controlled, amounts of iso- 
topically substituted molecules, which act as evciton 
scatterers, as well as controlled amounts of sensors 
that have high trapping efficiencies and quantum 
yields. 

Experimentally we used zone refined naphthalene 
(Materials Ltd., 99.999%) and CIoDs from Merck. 

* Supported by NSF Grant DMR 77-00028. 

Sharp and Dohme (99% D) which contains ;1 smJl 
amount (== 1Om4 mole fraction) of perdeuterobeta- 
mcthyln~phth~lene (“sensor”). Our analytical methods 
for detertnintng the sensor concentration are descrtbed 

elsewhere [8] _ The excitation source 1~~s a Molectron 
IO00 N, laser pumped dye Iaser, the latter using rhoda- 
mine 630 (made by “Es&on”). The doubled laser 
radiatton (3-4 ns fwhh) \%a~ focused on the crystal 
and the intensity reduced until r.o non-linear effects 
could be observed. Also, scanning the exciting light 
over regions including both host and guest absorption 
did not affect the results (however, excitation below 
the guest level resulted in little fluorescence)_ The de- 
tails of the optical train, cryostat, etc. are given e!se- 
where [8 1. The <pec?rally resolved time-evolution dara 
were obtained with a PAR model 162 box car inte- 
gr.nor with .I 350 ps sampling head. The computer 
processing of the data is also described elsewhere [S] _ 

We define a cohe~e~zc~ parameter I= rJi,, where 

f, is a mean correlation (memory) time and f, is a one- 
step hopping time [9] _ We also interpret this quantity 
I as a dinzensiorrless nteatr free path, where the length 
of the actual mean free path is divided by the nearest 
neighbor distance (center-to-center). which in naphths- 
lene is I (a +6)/Z I. We cllso use a gaussian distribution 
with an sd (“standard deviation”) for the values of I 
Obviously I =G I gives the case of simple random walk 
or simple stochastic motion. which is our “completely 
incoherent” limit for exciton transport. In our com- 
puter simufstions we assume that random exciton 
scattering occurs either after time tc (gaussianly dis- 
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tributed) or when the exciton “hits” a host (CloDs) 
site, whichever occurs first [‘t J. In these simulations 
we generate binary random !attices of 500 X 500~ 
250000 sites and calculate E (see below) as a function 
of I and the number of steps T, for I d C G 250 (note 
that larger I parameters are inconsistent with the si7c 
of the sirnuked lattice [SS]). 

The usual kinetic formalism for binary crystals 
can rtlso be written down for our ternaT lattice: 

d&‘dr = -aV/i s - k(f)!V * (1) 

dBfdr = --BjiB f k(t)A’ . (2) 

where M = X(t) is the fraction of guest (naphthalene) 
ewzitons_ B = B(r) the fraction of sensor (betameth);I- 
napht!laIene) rscitons. and T_~ and iB the rirpective 
time constants (imerse naturttl decay rate constants)_ 
Our approach is only novel in t!le say k(r) is deter- 
mined for the ternary (or binary) lattice. The probabi- 
lity of ;L guest esciron being trapped by a sensor. with 
relatke (to guest) concentration S and trapping effi- 
ciency y_ after time f. is 

P(r) =r;, iI -eexp [-rr,,,(r)yS]I +%I,\, - (3) 

Here Fa = F-(C) is the site percolation probability 
[ 101. which is 3 steep function of the guest concentrd- 
tion C(vzkshing below the critical guest site concen- 
tration C, and approaching unity well above C,), 
nm(tJ = n,,&. C) is the number of distinct sites visited- 
after .ime f, and depends also on the “coherency 
pzaunetei 1. and I:,,,(C) is the average she of the 
finite clusters [ iOi_ AU abovc three quantities (p-, 

“%r snd I_:,,) are derived by Monte Carlo simukions 
on bblav Irttrices and depend 31~0 on the interaction 
topology (bond order). The only quantity relsted to 
the ternary system is E’(r) = P(E, C. 1, y, S). Using the 
percolation efficiency [I I ] 

E(I.CJ) = tznr/t = “lm ri,r ) (4) 

where tj is the ‘>urnp time” and t the number of steps 
after time f. one gets 

P(r. C, I. y. S) = F, f I - esp (-act)] +SrJw , 

where 

a = yS/rj _ 

(9 

(6) - 

One can show [S] that, rigorously, the exciton transfer 
“rate constant” k(t) is given byr 
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k(r) = (aP/ar)(l -P)-’ ) (7) 

giving a precise but complex expression [S] for k(t). 
For C 2= 0.7, in. well above Cc, where P, + 1 and 
Ii, + 0. one gets [S] the simple espression: 

k(t) = a(65 + f aejar) _ (8) 

Once the percolation efficiency e(& C, I) has been 
derived numerically for the given topology, C, C and f, 
one can calculate k(f)_ Now k(r) can be substituted 
into the mte equations, (1) and (2). and the latter 
solved numericaIly_ As our e.xcitation (at f = 0) IS not 

;1 Dirac 6 function, we actu;llly comohtte our theo- 
retical predictions of N(i) and B(t) by the experimen- 
t.Gy mezwred laser excitation function [S] _ 

Based OE [7--10; fj= 0.5 ps and .m effective y= 1 
we have a = 1000s (ns)-1 _ Some typicaf results are 
given in figs_ 1 and 2_ We see that the incoherent case 
(r= 1) is incompatibIe with our data. whik a “quasi- 
coherent” description, based on I = 100. agrees with 
the esperimentrtl curve within the precision of the 
data. We note though that for our concentrations 
(C> O-7), the results for i > 103 also fit the dtta. 
because high coherency values wiIl not alter the actual 
particle motion, as Iong as (I- C)-1 is of the order 
of C or smaIler_ This mans that scattering by the host 
often suffices to make the mean free path br rhe bbrar, 

Iarke short compared to 1. Thus additional experiments 
are necessary. at low values of (1 - C). to further pin- 
point t!le “coherency”_ However, the fact that we 
found IittIe change in the time evolution from 1 .S to 
4.2 I( indicates to us that even at the higher tempcra- 
ture I> 100. implying that I is even higher .it 1 _S K_ 
These results are consistent with rhe only other reliable 
indication of coherence we know of for this system, 
namely the linewidth measurements [ I?]_ The meas- 
ured upper iimit to the homogeneous broadening, 
0.3 cm-l in the 2 K neat crystal, is consistent with 
our results, if one uses the common crude picture 
[ 131 according to which C would be given by the ratio 
of the esciron bandwidth [ 141 (1.50 cm-l) fo that of 
the homogeneous linewidth- 

We note that our experimental results agree quaii- 
tatively with the results on doped naphthalene crystals 
(but with 0% CloD8) of Powell and Soos [ 151 and of 
Braun et al. [ 161. However, our interpretation is not 
based on a diffusion constant. We do not believe that 
such a constant can be defined for our substitrttiona1 
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I‘rg. I_Time ewlution study of the tcrnq cr> st;ll naphtha- 
lr--ne-perdeuteron~pftthafene-perde~~terobet~~~~et~~~In~p~~t~~~- 
htle. The emlksi*n momtorcd l?. of rhc n.lphrh.denc o-3 lo” 
~lbronic band at 2 K;. The mtensit? b norm.d~zed to umt!, .U 
the minimum. The mole fmctions of napttthalenc are 0.95 
(top) and O&5 (bottom), those of bet.mleth; 1n~phthAenc 
Jr0 are 1.7 X lo-’ (rap) .md 5.1 x 1O-s tbotrom). The on- 
certaintics ore about 20% (>-axis) The thcorcticd cwves 
(convolured with the I.wr excitation line) .ire c~lcuI.ktcd tor 
the I-ncxest-nqhbor c&e [7-LO ] 1, ith coherent]. \ aluc~ 
of i = I <circles)_ 10 (triangles. sd = 3). and 100 (croue~. 
sd = 30)- Here nonm~l ulucs mrrre used tor the hfetimes 
(naphthdcnr 100 ns. sensor 35 ns) and the wnsor trappms 
e!fi&xtcy was set to umt) _ Reducmg the Mtcr by nbout s 
fActor oft\\ 0 improles ugmficantly [S 1 the tits for I = I00 
tbut not fort = 1). 

mndom system of C,,H,/C,,D, (where the concept 
of diffusion has to be generalized to th.tt of percola- 
tion). Furthermore. we doubt that it is even justitied 
for the case of ;i pure naphthalene crystal, due to the 
short lifetime of the singlet state. combtned eith the 
effectively two-dimensionrtl nature of the esciton 
transport- As we discuss this important point in detail 
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i-1;. 2. Tsmc s\olution htud?. af tbc fcmx) CT) sif-l! nqhths- 
fenc-~~rdcurcronapfithaicne-pcrdcutcrobct~mcthyfn~pl~- 
tlulene. Tltc cmwlon momtorcd 1s the O-O hnc of be:zm~eth\l- 
nqMh.d~nc~ru. The mote frrlcttonx of n.qbthsIcnc arc 0.90 
(roil) and 0 S5 (botrom) _mJ tboslr of bet~muth~ln~pbtI1~lenf 
are 3.4 X IOvs (top) axi 5 1 Y lo-’ tborrom). \I1 else L the 
ume .D in fig 1. cxrpt for reduced ag~al~no~se 

e1s.w here. we just emphasize here that our trfxtment 
is based on random walk srmulations containmg ;1 refs- 
tixeI> smJlI number of steps. 

In concluston WC notice that our observed guest 
etttan decay IS far front exponent4 2nd thst we 
hlt\e fitted .I large amount of dstd points with a single 
“caherencq ‘- par&meter. The fargc value of rlus pawme 
eter. compared to unit), indicates that. ut these tem- 
per.ttures. the exctton tmnsport in both pure and 
mixed crystztls is frtr from being sitnph stochastic. 
Our quxicoherent (or “quasistoch~stik~‘) model #es 
cl good descriptron of our absersed hererogeneous 
escrtan kinetics. wIthin the generat frame\+ork of 
dynamic percolation [ 17]_ 
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